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Abstract 
A geometric method for finding c-optimal designs for the univariate 
linear model was introduced by Elfving (1952). Elfving's Theorem is 
sometimes difficult to apply. In this case, if a candidate design has 
a non-singular information matrix, the General Equivalence Theorem 
can be used to examine straightforwardly whether or not this design 
is optimal. If the candidate c-optimal design has a singular informa-
tion matrix its optimality can be verified by a different version of the 
General Equivalence Theorem which however requires the use of an 
unknown generalized inverse of the information matrix. This paper 
provides a geometric approach for finding a generalized inverse which 
can be used. 
1 Introduction 
The goal of an experiment is often to estimate a certain function of the 
parameters. An optimal design is one which minimizes the standard error 
of the estimate of this function. 
Given a model and a parameter vector 8, let 1(8, x) be the Fisher in-
formation matrix of a single observation at control vector x. Let n be the 
sample size. If a design TJ puts ni observations at x = Xi then the information 
matrix of design TJ is I:i ni/(0, Xi)- Define TJi = ni/n then the information 
matrix can be rewritten as nM(8, TJ) where M(8, TJ) = I:i 1Jil(0, Xi), For 
mathematical convenience, from now on, a design is a probability measure 
on the domain of x, denoted by X, and M ( 0, TJ) is the information matrix 
for design T/· 
Let 0 be the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of 0. Let cT0 be the 
quantity of interest. Under regularity conditions, the asymptotic variance 
of cT'jj is cT M ( 8, TJ )-1 c. Denote M ( 0, 1/) as M. The following could be used 
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as a definition of c-optimality: 
<Pc(M) = { -cT M-1c if M is nonsingular 
-oo otherwise 
A design 'f/ is c-optimal if it maximizes <Pc over all possible designs. 
This criterion is, however, not continuous so the maximum might not 
exist. An alternative criterion was therefore introduced, see Silvey (1980, 
Chapter 5[8]). 
Definition. cT (} is estimable for an information matrix M if there exists a 
vector A such that c = MA. 
The alternative criterion is defined as: 
Definition. ( c-optimality) Let cT 0 be the quantity of interest then the cri-
terion of c-optimality is 
if M is nonsingular 
if M is singular but allows estimation of cT0 
otherwise 
A design 'f/ is c-optimal if it maximizes <Pc over all possible designs. 
This criterion is now concave and continuous so the maximum exists and 
any local maximum is the global maximum. 
Consider an univariate response y and a linear model Yi = 9T Xi + ei , i = 
1, 2, ... , n where ei ~ N(O, u2), i = 1, 2, ... , n are independent and identically 
distributed. Elfving (1952) gave a geometric method to find all c-optimal 
designs. Let X be the domain of all possible predictor vectors x and denote 
-X to be the set of points of -x. 
Theorem. {Elfving 's Theorem) Let cT 0 be the quantity of interest. Extend 
the ray from the origin to c, the location z where the ray penetrates the 
convex hull of X U -X. Then if z = Li 'f/iXi where 'f/i > 0, Li 'f/i = 1 and 
Xi EX or -X then the c-optimal design puts proportion 'f/i of observations 
at Xi or -xi, whichever belongs to X. 
When Elfving's Theorem is too difficult to apply ( the convex hull of 
XU -X can be very complicated) a candidate c-optimal design can be 
examined by a version of General Equivalence Theorem. 
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Definition. The directional derivative of criterion </> at matrix M1 in the 
direction of matrix M2 is 
F<1>(M1, M2) = lim ![</>{(1- e)M1 + eM2} - </>{Mi}] 
~~o+ e 
Details are in Silvey (1980, Chapter 3[8]). 
Theorem. {General Equivalence Theorem) For a fixed 0, if a criterion </> 
is concave and differentiable at M ( 0, TJ) the fallowing conditions on a design 
measure T/ are equivalent : 
1. TJ is </>-optimal, 
2. SUPxex F<J,(M(0, 17), 1(0, x)) = 0, where X is the domain of x. 
If the value of criterion </> for some singular design is finite an optimal 
design may be singular and a different version of the theorem can be used. 
Theorem. (General Equivalence Theorem for singular optimal designs) Sup-
pose 0 E ]RP and criterion </> is concave and differentiable at M ( 0, 17). Let the 
design measure T/ be singular, that is, the rank of M(0,17) is r, less than p .. 
A sufficient condition that a design measure T/ is (locally) </>-optimal is that 
there exists a p x (p - r) of rank p- r matrix H such that M(0, 17) + HHT 
is nonsingular and SUPxexF<J,(M(0,TJ) +HHT,J(0,x)) = 0, where Xis the 
domain of x. 
A much more difficult question is whether the sufficient condition is also 
necessary. Pukelsheim (1981) proved that this condition is necessary for the 
criterion of c-optimality. Silvey (1978) identified an open problem of how to 
determine an H when one exists (Silvey, 1980, Chapter 3[8]). Searle (1971, 
p.22) showed that (M(9, 17) + H HT)- 1 is a generalized inverse (g-inverse) 
of M(0, TJ). Not all g-inverses of M(0, TJ) which can be written in forms of 
(M(0, TJ) + H HT)- 1 can be used in the above theorem to verify whether 
the design T/ is optimal. This paper provides a geometric approach to find a 
suitable matrix H for c-optimality. 
2 Geometric View of the General Equivalence The-
orem for Singular C-optimal Designs 
Let S be a convex set in ]RP and x belong to S. A separating hyperplane of 
S at x is a p - I dimension hyperplane containing x such that S is all in one 
side of this plane. 
A tangent hyperplane of Sat xis a separating hyperplane of Sat x. 
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Lemma 2.1. In IJ!P consider a nonzero vector a and a pxq matrix L =[Li, 12, ... , lq] 
of rank p-1 where Li, i = 1, 2, ... , q are its column vectors. The vector a and 
{Li, l2, ... , Lq} are linearly independent if and only if (aaT + LLT) is nonsin-
gular, and the hyperplane aT(aaT + LLT)-1x-JaT(aaT + LLT)-ia = 0 is 
spanned by {Li,L2, .. ,,lq} and goes through the point a. 
Proof See Appendix A. D 
Remark. The origin is an interior point of the convex hull of XU - X. 
Let a be .Xe, the boundary point of the convex hull of XU - X reached by 
extending the ray from the origin to c. Denote a separating hyperplane of 
the convex hull of XU - X at boundary point x as Ex. 
Lemma 2.2. Let a be a boundary point of the convex hull of XU - X. If 
a= Li aiXi, where ai > 0, Xi E the convex hull of XU- X for i = 1, 2, ... , k 
and Li ai = 1 then 
1. Every separating hyperplane at a, Ea, contains all Xi for i = 1, 2, ... , k. 
2. The set Sa, separating hyperplanes of the convex hull of XU - X at 
point a, is identical to the set Bx, separating hyperplanes of the convex 
hull of XU - X containing all Xi for i = 1, 2, ... , k. 
3. Xi is linearly independent of {xi - Xj, i :f: j}, for every i = 1, 2, ... , k. 
Proof. See Appendix B. D 
Theorem 2.3. Consider a singular design TJ which puts mass O:i at design 
point di, i = 1, 2, ... , k. Let Xi be either~ or -di for i = 1, 2, ... , k such that 
the angle between vector Li aixi and vector c is minimized. Suppose that 
the dimension of the space spanned by { x1 - x2, x1 - xa, ... , x1 - xk} is t. 
The design TJ is c-optimal if and only if 
1. xi is linearly independent of {xi - x2, xi - X3, ... , x1 - Xk}· 
2. there exists a p x p - t - 1 of full rank matrix H, [hi, h2, ... , hp-t-il, 
such that {h1, h2, ... , hp-t-i, xi - x2, xi - xa, ... , xi - Xk} forms a basis 
of a separating hyperplane Ea and furthermore, SUPxex Ft/>c(M(0, TJ) + 
HflT,1(0,x)) = 0 
Proof It is known that for such a linear model M(8, TJ) = L aididf- Since 
Xi= di or -~ M(8, TJ) = L aiXixf. 
The proof of "ir' part is straightforward. Suppose condition 1 and 2 hold. 
Since M(8, TJ) = L aiXiXl = AAT where A = [fo'i"xi, .jiiix2, ... , foi;xk], 
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the rank of M(8, TJ) is equal to the rank of A which is equal to the rank of 
[x1, x1 - x2, xi - x3, ... , x1 - Xk]= 1 + t by the first condition. Also because 
the second condition is satisfied the design TJ is c-optimal by the General 
Equivalence Theorem for singular optimal designs. 
For the proof of "only ir' part suppose the design TJ is c-optimal. Then 
L OiXi is equal to a by Elfving's Theorem. Also Fq,c ( M ( 8, TJ) + H HT, I ( 8, x)) = 
cT(M(0, TJ) +HHT)-1xxT(M(0, TJ) +HHT)-1c-cT(M(8, TJ) +HHT)-1 (Sil-
vey, 1980, Chapter 3 [8]). Hence the second condition can be rewritten as 
below: for any x in X, 
cT(M(8,TJ) + HHT)- 1xxT(M(8,TJ) + HHT)-1c 
-cT (M(0, TJ) + H HT)- 1c :5 0 
1 ~ >._2aT(EaiXiXr +HHT)-1xxT(EaiXiXr +HHT)-1a 
_...!:_aT("" a·x·x'f + H HT)- 1a < 0 >._2 ~ i i i -
~ [aT(EaiXiXr + HHT)- 1x]2 - aT(EaiXixT + HHT)- 1a :5 0 
~ aT(E OiXixT + HHT)- 1x - JaT(E OiXiXr + HHT)-la :5 0 and 
aT(E OiXixT + HHT)- 1x + JaT(E OiXiXr + HHT)- 1a ~ 0 
aaT = E a;xixT + E aiOjXiXJ 
i-:/:j 
Therefore, 
= E OiXixT - E Oi{l - Oi)XiXr + E OiOjXiX] 
i#j 
E OiXiXr + H HT = aaT + E Oi(l - ai)XiXr - E OiOjXiXJ + H HT 
i#j 
where D is E ai(l - ai)xixT - I:ii:i OiOjXiXJ + H HT. 
The condition aT (I: OiXiXr + H HT)- 1 x+ v,-a-T(I:_a_i_X_ix_f_+_H_H_T_) ___ 1_a = 
0 is therefore equivalent to aT(aaT + D)-1x + JaT(aaT + D)-1a = 0. It 
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can be easily verified that 
D = L Oi(l - ai)Xixr - L OiOjXiXJ + H HT 
i#j 
k-l k 
= L L aiaj(Xi - Xj)(Xi - Xj)T + HHT 
i=l i=i+l 
= Laiaj(Xi -xi)(xi -Xj)T + HHT 
i<j 
= LLT 
where L = [v'a1a2(x1 -x2), ... , v'aiaj(Xi-Xj)i<i, ... , v'ak-1ak(Xk-1-Xk), H]. 
By Lemma 2.2 the first condition, xi is linearly independent of { x1 - x2, x1 -
x3, ... , xi - Xk}, is satisfied. Also Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , k are all on a separating hy-
perplane Ea. Hence Xi - x; for i, j = 1, 2, ... , k are vectors on Ea. Let E be 
the space spanned by {xi - x2, x1 - x3, ... , xi - Xk} and let hi, h2, ... , hp-t-1 
form a linearly independent basis of the quotient space Ea \E. Define H 
to be [h1, h2, ... , hp-t-1]. It is obvious that the space E is also spanned by 
{xi - Xj, i < j}. Hence the columns of L form a basis of this separating 
hyperplane Ea. It has been shown in Lemma 2.2 that vector a is linearly in-
dependent of any basis of a separating hyperplane Ea. Hence by Lemma 2.1 
aT(aaT +LLT)-1x- JaT(aaT + LLT)- 1a = 0 is this separating hyperplane 
Ea and so is aT(L,OiXiXr + HHT)- 1x - JaT(L,OiXixr + HHT)- 1a = 
0. Similarly, aT(L,OiXixT + HHT)- 1x + JaT(L,OiXixT + HHT)-1a = 
0 is a separating hyperplane at point -a. Furthermore, by Equation 1 
aT(L,OiXiXr + HHT)-1a = aT(aaT + LLT)-1a = 1. 
By the definition of separating planes of a convex set again all points 
in this set will be at the same side of its separating plane. The origin, o, 
belongs to the convex hull of XU - X. Hence 
aT(LaiXiXr +HHT)-10-JaT(LaiXiXT +HHT)-1a 
= -JaT(L OiXiXr + HHT)- 1a = -1 < 0 
implies that for all x E X 
,. 
Similarly 
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aT(L,aiXiXi +HHT)-1o+ JaT(L,aiXiXr +HHT)-la 
= JaT(L,aiXiXi + HH7')- 1a = 1 > 0 
implies that for all x E X 
aT (L, CiiXiXi + H HT)- 1x + J aT(L, CiiXiXi + H HT)- 1a ~ 0 
The second condition therefore holds. The proof is now complete. D 
By Lemma 2.2 a separating hyperplane Ea is a separating hyperplane con-
taining all Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , k so a practical corollary follows. 
Corollary. In the second condition of Theorem 2.3 Ea, a separating hy-
perplane at a, can be replaced by a separating hyperplane at any x;, which 
contains all Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , k. 
3 Examples 
Example 1. p = 2, k = I case. Consider the model y = 80 + 81x + e, e 
is N{0, o-2 ) and -1 :5 x :5 1. Suppose that for some u between 0 and 1 
the quantity of interest is 80 + 81u. Then X= {(I,x)TI - 1 :5 x :5 1} and 
c = ( 1, u) T. The convex hull of X U -X is the rectangle shown in Figure 1. 
The ray from the origin to c for u = 0.5 case is also drawn in Figure 1. It 
is clear by Elfving's Theorem that there are many c-optimal designs, one of 
which puts all mass at x = u. Its optimality can be also verified by General 
Equivalence Theorem as the following. Let the tangent hyperplane of the 
convex hull at a= {1, k)T be the separating hyperplane Ea in Theorem 2.3 
and the matrix H is therefore equal to the tangent vector of the convex hull 
at a, which is clearly (0, If. Then the directional derivative of this singular 
design with H = [O, ljT, f(x), is 
f(x) = cT(M(8,17) + HHT)- 1xxT(M(8,17) + HHT)-1c 
- cT (M(8, 'f/) + H HT)- 1c 
= { [ 1 u ]( [ ~ ] [ 1 u I + [ n [ o 1 n-1 [ ! ff 
- [ 1 u ]( [ ~ ] [ 1 u I+ [ n [ o 1 n-1 [ ~ ] 
=0 
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So f(x) is obviously nonpositive for all -1 :5 x :5 1. 
An interesting point is that the zeros of the directional derivative of a sin-
gular optimal design are not necessarily all design points, though each design 
point is one of those zeros (see Silvey, 1980, Chapter 3[8]). In addition, not 
all g-inverses of M(0, 11) which can be written in form of (M(0, r,) + H HT)- 1 
for some matrix H can be used to verify the optimality. For instance, let 
Af+ be the Moore-Penrose g-inverse of M(0, r,): 
M+ _ 1 [ 1 u ] 
- (1 + u2 ) 2 u u2 
and let H be ur!tf (1, u)T then it is easy to verify that Af+ is a g-inverse 
of M(0, 11) and can be written as (M(0, 11) + H HT)- 1• Using this H 
J(x) = cTM+xxT M+c- cTM+c 
= l+ux _ 1 1 +u2 • 
No matter what the value of u is, /(1) = uf ~~~) is always ~~sitive since 
0 < u < 1. This matrix H is therefore not appropriate for proving the 
optimality of this c-optimal design in this example. 
Theorem 2.3 can be also applied to higher dimensions as Example 2 
shows. 
Example 2. p = 3, k = 2 case. Consider the model y = Bo+ 81x + 02x2 + e, 
e is N(O, a2 ) and -1 :5 x :5 1. Suppose that 82 is known to be positive 
and g = -Bi/(282) is what needs to be estimated (the expected value of y 
is minimized at x = g). Hence a vector c can be defined as c = V(-g) = 
(0, 1,2g). Since X= {(1,x,x2)TI -1:5x:51} the convex hull of XU -X 
is the domain shown in Figure 3. The formula of this domain is not easy 
to write down and it is hard to apply Elfving's Theorem directly in this 
case. A candidate c-optimal design can be generated from Elfving's idea 
and then verified to be optimal by Theorem 2.3 using the tangent vectors 
of the convex hull of X U -X. 
The ray from the origin to c is also drawn in Figure 3. Suppose O :5 g :5 1/2 
then 
0.5 ( ~ ) + 0.5 ( -(2;~ 1) ) = (1 - g) ( ~ ) = (1 - g)c. 
1 -(2g - 1)2 2g 
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Let a be this boundary point, a= (1-g)(0, 1, 2g)T, x1 be the point (1, 1, If, 
and x2 be the point (-1, -(2g - 1), -(2g - 1)2)T, which are all shown in 
Figure 3. Elfving's Theorem suggests that the design putting mass 0.5 at 
1 and 2g - 1 each might be c-optimal. Its optimality will be verified by 
the General Equivalence Theorem. It is clear that the tangent hyperplane 
of the convex hull at x2 is a separating hyperplane containing x1 and x2. 
According to Corollary this tangent hyperplane can be used to replace the 
separating hyperplane Ea in Theorem 2.3. From Figure 3 the tangent vector 
of curve: { (-1, t, -t2)TI - 1 ~ t ~ 1} at x2 is also the tangent vector 
of the convex hull at x2. This tangent vector can be easily found to be 
(0, 1, -2(-(2g - l))f = (0, 1, 2(2g - l)f. Let this vector be the 3 x 1 
matrix H in Theorem 2.3. Then the directional derivative, /(x), of this 
singular design with H = [0, 1, 2{2g - l)]T is therefore 
f(x) = cT(M(0,1/) + HHT)-1 [ :
2 
] [ 1 x x2 ] (M(0,1/) + HHT)- 1c-
cT(M(8,'T/) + HHT)- 1c 
= cT(L,x;x'[ + HHT)- 1 [ ~ ] [ 1 x x2 ] (Lx;x'[ + HHT)- 1c-
cT(LxixT +HHT)-1c 
= 
(x - l)(x - 4g + 3){x - 2g + 1)2 
4(g - 1)6 
Since 0 ~ g ~ 1/2 implies 1 ~ -4g+3 ~ 3, (x-l)(x-4g+3) is nonpositive 
for -1 ~ x ~ 1. /(x) is therefore nonpositive for -1 ~ x ~ 1. Figure 2 
shows this claim, / (x) ~ 0, for g = 1/3 case. 
Theorem 2.3 can be also applied to nonlinear regression models and gen-
eralized linear models as long as the information matrix of such a model can 
be written as Ei g(xi)g(xif for some function g(x)(Ford, Torsney and Wu, 
1992[2]). The proof of Theorem 2.3 only involves the information matrices 
not the model. The value of g(x) can be thought of as new "design point" 
as in Example 3. 
Example 3. Consider the logistic regression of a binary response y on a 
predictor x. The probability of "success" is p(x) and log 1 ~~~) =Bo+ 81x. 
,, 
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The information matrix for a single observation at x is: 
= e80+81x [ 1 ] 
I((}, x) (1 + e80+81x)2 x i2 
= g(x)g(xf 
where g(x) = (91 (x), g2(x))T = { exp[(9o+01x)/2]/[l+exp(Oo+01x)]}(l, x)T. 
The point g(x) can be thought of as a design point, so X ={g(x)lx E IR}. 
It is clear that X depends on the values of 0o and (Ji. For local optimality 
assume 00 = 0 and 91 = 1. The plot of X and -X is shown in Figure 4. 
Suppose 0o + 01 is the quantity of interest so c = (1, If. The ray from 
the origin to c is shown in Figure 4. The boundary point, a, reached by 
extending this ray is g(l) = (0.4434,0.4434)T (If g1(x) = g2(x) then x = 1). 
This point a is also shown in Figure 4. Elfving's Theorem is actually quite 
straightforward in this case. It says that the design putting all mass at x = l 
is c-optimal. Its optimality can be also verified by General Equivalence 
Theorem for illustration. The tangent hyperplane at point a is a separating 
hyperplane E0 • Also the tangent vector of the convex hull of XU -X at 
point a is: 
( ~ ) = ( -0.1025) dg<;{x) 0.3410 
dx x=l 
Hence this vector, (-0.1025, 0.3410f, can be assigned to be the matrix H 
in Theorem 2.3. Let M be the information matrix of this c-optimal design. 
Then 
f(x) is nonpositive supported by the plot of f(x) in Figure 5. The design 
putting mass one at x = 1 is therefore c-optimal by the General Equivalence 
Theorem. 
Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 2.1 
Since L is of rank p - 1 there exists an orthonormal p x p matrix r such that 
the last q - p + 1 columns and the last row of r L are all zero vectors, say, 
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r L = [ ~· ~ ] where L, is a full rank p-1 x p-1 matrix. An orthonormal 
transformation is only a rotation so it will not change the geometry. 
aTrT(raaTrT + rLLTrT)-1rx - JaTrT(raaTrT + rLLTrT)-1ra 
= aTrTr(aaT + LLT)-trTrx - JaTrTr(aaT + LLT)-1rTra 
= aT(aaT + LLT)-1x - JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a 
Without loss of generality therefore consider L = [ ~· ~ ] . 
The proof of "if'' part: 
If the vector a is not linearly independent of {l1,l2, ... ,lq}, a can be written 
as a linear combination of {11, l2, ... , lq}, a = Lv where v is a q x I vector. 
Since l; for i > p - 1 are zero vector, v can be written as ( ~ ) where "• 
is a p - 1 x 1 vector. Let It be the t x t identity matrix then 
aaT + LLT = LvvT LT + LLT 
= L(vvT + lq)LT 
= [ Ls O ] [ Vsv; + lp-1 0 ] [ L
0
; o
0 
] 
0 0 0 Iq-p+l 
= [ L,(v,vf; lp-1)Lf ~ ] 
The matrix aaT + LLT is therefore singular. This contradicts the nonsin-
gularity of aaT + LLT. Hence vector a and {li,l2, ... ,lq}should be linearly 
independent. 
The proof of "only if" part: 
Partition the vector a into two parts: aT = [a;, ap) such that as is p- 1 x 1 
vector. The matrix Ls is of rank p - 1 so the columns of L form a basis of 
the subspace: { x = (x1, x2, ... , xp)Tlxp = O}. Hence ap is nonzero because of 
the linear independence between a and the columns of L. Let W be L8 L;'. 
Using the following formula (page 69, Morrison)[3) 
(A+ cbbT)- 1 = A-1 - c A-1bbT A-1 
1 + cbT A-1b 
the inverse matrix of aaT + LLT exists and can be written as 
[ 
w-1 -~ ] 
_ a;w- 1 1+a;w- 1a., 
ap a~ 
" -
.. 
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Then 
[ 
w-1 
= [a;, ap] - arw-• 
a,, 
= [O, 1/ap] 
It is therefore easy to see that 
aT(aaT + LLT)-1a = (0, 1/a,,] [ :; ] = 1 (1) 
and aT(aaT +LLT)-1li = [0,1/ap]li = 0 for all i = 1,2, ... ,q. Hence, for 
x = a, a+ l1; a+ l2, ... ,a+ lq 
aT(aaT + LLT)-1x - JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a = 0 
So aT(aaT +LLT)-1x-JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a = 0 is the hyperplane spanned 
by { l 1, l2, ... , lq}, and going through point a. 
Let p be the minimum dimension of all Euclidean spaces including the 
convex hull of XU - X. After a suitable orthonormal transformation X can 
be embedded into !RP. From now on consider the domain of x, X, in such a 
]RP. 
Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 2.2 
Since a is a boundary point of the convex hull of XU - X, a is nonzero. 
Let Ea be arbitrarily given and {li, l2, ... , lp-1} be a basis of this separating 
hyperplane Ea. Then the vector a is linearly independent of {11, l2, ... , lp-1}. 
Otherwise, the origin ( = a - a) will be on this separating hyperplane Ea. 
But the origin is clearly an interior point of the convex hull of XU - X, 
which conflicts with the definition of separating planes of a convex set. In 
addition, the vector a is therefore linear independent of any sets of vec-
tors on a separating hyperplane Ea. By Lemma 2.1 this separating hyper-
plane Ea is the hyperplane aT(aaT + LLT)-1x-JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a = O 
where L = [li, l2, ... , lp_i]. If for some j, Xj is not on the separating hy-
perplane Ea then aT(aaT + LLT)-1x;-JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a is not equal 
to 0. By the definition of separating hyperplane all points in the con-
vex hull of XU - X should be at the same side of its separating plane. 
"'· 
"· 
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Hence if aT(aaT + LLT)- 1xi-JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a < 0 (or > 0) then 
aT(aaT + LLT)-1xi-JaT(aaT + LLT)- 1a :5 0 (or ~ 0) for all i '¢ j. In 
addition, a is of course on this separating hyperplane Ea- Hence 
0 - aT(aaT + LLT)-1a - JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a 
- ~:~:>~iaT(aaT + LLT)-1xi - JaT(aaT + LLT)-1a 
< 0 (or > 0) 
This is impossible. So Xi for i = 1, 2, ... , k are all on this separating 
hyperplane Ea. Since Ea is arbitrarily given the first claim is proved. 
Since every separating hyperplane at a, Ea, contains all Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , k 
the set Sa is therefore contained in the set Bx. A hyperplane containing all Xi, 
i = 1, 2, ... , k will also contain a because a = I:i aixi, a convex combination 
of Xi, i = 1, 2, ... , k. If this hyperplane is a separating hyperplane then it is 
also a separating plane at a. Hence Bx is contained in Sa, too. The proof 
of the second claim, Sa = Bx, is now complete. Because Xi - Xj, i # j are 
vectors on Ea, which is obviously also a separating hyperplane at Xi, Xi is 
linearly independent of {xi - Xj, i -:ft j}. The proof is therefore complete. 
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Figure 1: Convex hull of X U -X in Example 1 
Figure 2: the plot of directional derivative in Example 2 for g = 1/3 case 
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1 
1 
Figure 3: Convex hull of XU -X in Example 2 
• 
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-1 -0.75 
-0.75 
-l 
Figure 4: Plot of X and -X in Example 3 
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Figure 5: the plot of directional derivative in Example 3 for 0o = 0 and 
01 = 1 case 
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